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Belle Belle
Lepton Flavor Violation in tau decay To distinguish which model is favored, all of decay modes are important. Search for τ 3leptons
• Data: 782fb -1
• No event is found in the signal region.
• Almost BG free -Because of good lepton ID
• Br<(1.5-2.7)x10 -8 at 90% CL.
Phys. Lett.B 687,139 (2010) Search for ℓV 0 (=ρ 0 ,Κ * 0 ,ω,φ)
• Search with 854fb -1 data sample
• Select one lepton and two hadrons • Require invariant mass to be a vector meson mass The requirement reduces background rather easily.
• Possible background • For ℓ=µ, hadronic tau decay andwith miss µ-ID • For ℓ=e, 2photon process could be large BG.
• It turns out that not only 2photon process but also ee+X process become large background. Reduced using missing-momentum direction Result for ℓV 0 (=ρ 0 ,Κ * 0 ,ω,φ) Effect to physics models
• Experimental results have already ruled out some parts of the parameter space.
-Exclude large tanβ, small SUSY/Higgs mass -Accessing other models and other parameter space • No evidence is observed yet.
• Upper limits on branching ratio around O(10 -8 )
-Exploring some new-physics parameters space.
• Update τ µγ/eγ with full data sample (~1000fb -1 )
• Optimization for BG reduction is important for future experiment -Belle-II try to obtain the sensitivity of O(10 -9~10 ).
Result for τ ℓP 0 (=π 0 ,η,η') 
